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James Harrison-Griffiths, Fellow
The Board is pleased to announce that at the AGM, James Harrison-Griffiths
was awarded a Fellowship of the Institute for services to the Institute. James put
in many hours of work ‘mapping’ the content of the Institute’s Distance Learning
Course onto the qualifications ‘outcomes’ required by IQ Limited for the course
to be accredited as a formal qualification. He was witnessed spending many a
late night doing so, while also conducting his own business and representing the
Institute on Sky News after the Leveson Report and the Hacking enquiry became
the focus of their attention earlier this year.
The Institute is very grateful for Jim’s efforts on our behalf.
A surprised James
Harrison-Griffiths
receiving his Institute
Fellowship for services to
the Institute. Jim worked
very hard at making the
Distance Learning course
compliant with the
accreditation needs of IQ
Limited.

From the Archive

Gerry Wallace MIPI
The Institute is sad to report that on the 5th of December our colleague
Gerry Wallace of Gwent Legal Services passed away unexpectedly. The
Principal knew Gerry as he frequently sought advice from David when his
work and that of his organisation crossed paths, and his enquiries were
always polite and, above all, ethical. At the time of writing details of his
passing were unknown.
The funeral will take place at 1.00 pm on the 18th of December 2013 at:
St Isan Church, Station RdLlanishen, Cardiff
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AGM Report
The AGM took place at the Civil Service Club in London on the 22nd of November, and I am pleased to
report that there were some 25 people present, including our two guests, Christy Hopkins (SIA) and
Sallyann Baldry (IQ Limited, our training partners)
The Minutes of the meeting are appended at the
end of this issue of the Professional Investigator
and are the bones of the event, but the interesting
proceedings need expansion.

to Detective Sergeant in 1991. As a DS he
specialised in Child Protection from 2001 t0
2007 covering Redbridge and Waltham Forest
Boroughs. In 2007 he was promoted to Detective
Inspector moving to Waltham Forest Borough.
There he spent 2 years running the Domestic
Violence and Hate crime unit, 2 years as the
Intelligence manager and a year running the
Main office with responsibility for critical Incident
response. Then in April 2012 he took retirement.

First of all, we have five new Board Members.
They are:
Brendan Tolan served as a Detective in City
of London police from 1975 to 1996 during
which time he was seconded to Special Branch
at NSY in MPS , Royal Ulster Constabulary in
Londonderry, RCS and SECS on the mainland.
He formed Handco Services International in 1997
specialising in IP investigations, surveillance and
undercover projects.

Assembled Institute members and guests at
the AGM.s’

He is currently retained by Marks and Spencer
Plc, most of the major breweries, Associated
British Foods, Chelsea Football Club, England
F A, and Ted Baker Plc on Intellectual property
investigations re breach of trade mark issues and
other corporate investigations.
Richard Bradshaw joined the Metropolitan
Police in 1982 being posted to Limehouse. There
he qualified as a Detective with two postings to
East London CID offices before being promoted
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David Palmer, Principal, and retiring Deputy
Principal, Ian Hopkins FIPI, Companion of the
Institute.
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Before retiring he joined the IPI and set up as a
Sole Trader Private Investigator. In addition to this
he has also established two other businesses,
one buying and letting flats and maisonettes, and
the other in property maintenance.
Richard Cumming retired from the City of
London Police Fraud Squad in 2004 as a
Detective Inspector, having spent the previous
13-years working on complex fraud and
money laundering cases, including a period of
secondment to a sensitive section in the Foreign
Office targeting international organised crime.
Richard passed the advanced UK National
Police Training Course on investigation of

The Institute of Professional Investigators

money laundering/asset tracing and was
engaged in the most serious money laundering
and fraud investigations involving international
and organised crime, for example, leading an
investigation on the £100 million collapse of a
City of London merchant bank which resulted in
the Chairman receiving a term of imprisonment of
7-years. He also led investigations and developed
intelligence involving the extent to which so called
“Russian Organised Crime” had penetrated the
UK.

David Palmer, Christy Hopkins (SIA) and
Sallyann Baldry (IQ Limited).

After successfully completing the IPI distance
learning course and the final examination Richard
became a member of the Institute in 2011.

Richard was also engaged in the delivery of antimoney-laundering training in the UK and abroad.
He was security vetted to the highest level and
frequently called on to investigate particularly
sensitive cases outside the conventional Fraud
Squad remit. For example, the compromise of
computer systems involved with UK National
Security. He received several commendations
from Chief Officers of the City of London Police.
Since his retirement, he has continued in an
investigative role in the private sector conducting
investigations on behalf of several major
corporations as well as an extensive private
clientele. His work in the private sector has
included travel to the USA, Canada and several
European countries to conduct enquiries and led
to the development of contacts in numerous other
parts of the world.

And a great time was eaten by all.

Richard Lee is an independent investigator and
a business development consultant with the
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London Security Group Ltd. In the course of a
successful business career he has travelled the
World and has in particular, conducted difficult
business negotiations in the Middle East and
China. Richard is a German speaker and an
exponent of several martial arts Richard has
been engaged in several client facing roles as
an investigator, particularly in relation to projects
involving German speakers and those with a client
protection aspect.
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Richard Newman who is a former President of
the ABI and is now heavily involved in training.
In fact, he needs little introduction to many
of us, but suffice to say that he is the author
of the “Data Protection. A best practice guide
for Professional Investigators - updated June
2013”, which goes way beyond that Act and
is an excellent companion to our manual as it
addresses the ‘legalities’ while we address the
‘practices’. (Available via http://www.theabi.org.
uk/publications-available-from-the-association).
Richard has been active in the consultations
on licensing and training, helping to fund and
create the ASET (now Pearson) qualification in
Investigation.

continued>>
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Having welcomed Brendan Tolan and the ‘Four
Richards’ onto the Board (and later discussing
how to tell them apart in debate), we moved on
to Sallyann Baldry’s briefing on training. Sallyann
was very complimentary about our Distance
Learning course, describing it as ‘future-proofed’,
which given our intention to focus on how to
investigate as much as on the ever-changing
legal landscape behind that practice, was praise
indeed. On a serious note, she also told us that
there are now 22 organisations providing licencebased qualifications for investigation alone – all
aboard the bandwagon, folks! (How many are
actually provided by trained and experienced
investigators rather than accountants and trainers
remains to be seen.) After this, Christy gave
us the latest on the SIA, but because it was so
impactive, it is detailed elsewhere, and in detail.
Regrettably, the ‘need’ for 5 new Board members
was a reflection not only of the ‘loss’ to the
Board of Jim Cole and Roger Bunting, but also
due to the latest retirement from the Board of
Ian Hopkins, Companion, after a long period of
service that saw him as a great sounding board
and ‘politician’ to the current Principal in particular.
Notwithstanding his great support during some
‘hairy’ moments between 2001 and 2003, Ian was
also able to offer to assist our Principal with an
offer to keep tabs on a Gwent Police suspect who
lived near him and was considered a potential
‘flight risk’!
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Sallyann was very
complimentary about our
Distance Learning course,
describing it as ‘future-proofed’

Ian was born in 1946 and having failed as a
pro footballer he joined the Met at 19, serving
for 23 years and finishing in the Fraud Squad.
His claim to fame is that he said ‘the words’ to
Ernest Saunders of Guinness fraud fame – one
of only two men to claim Alzheimer’s as a bar to
prosecution and then get ‘cured’ a little later. The
other is a Judge. Ian retired in 1988 and initially
considered the licensed victualler’s trade but
instead went into private investigation, starting
Sevenoaks Consultants after learning his trade.
He then worked for Carratu International. He has
since retired many times, this being one of many.
(Call me Sinatra….) He joined the IPI in 1988 and
was elected to the Board in 1990, serving well
into the Naughties before a brief (first) attempt at
retirement before returning last year. He served
as Principal twice – 2003-2005, and 2008-2010
– the first person to do so. He was awarded his
Fellowship in 2002, and Companionship of the
institute in 2010. (Ish.)
Ian is married to the ever patient Julie and they
have recently moved home to avoid detection.

The Institute of Professional Investigators

IPI Online Foundation Course
The Institute of Professional Investigators
Foundation Distance Learning Course is a
comprehensive introduction to the world of
Professional Investigation. It provides newcomers
with a clear idea of the nature of the business and
the areas that may provide a lucrative and rewarding
career.
Unlike many other courses, the IPI Course has
been developed by fully qualified professional
investigators, with years of evidenced experienced
and academic qualification behind them.
The course is also unique in that it contains
extensive input on management of an investigation
using well-researched, practically proven and courtaccepted administration system that you could utilise
to your benefit, and that of your clients.
The course addresses many subjects, including but
not restricted to:
The Characteristics of an Investigator – what type
of individual carries out effective investigations?
Investigation Method – a proven template
applicable to all investigations. If you only learn this
methodology you will be able to conduct an effective
investigation!

Interview Law and Practice – how to elicit
information from both the helpful and the obstructive!
Case Management – how to manage an enquiry so
that it is successful, your clients needs are met, and
expensive mistakes are prevented.
Incident Scenes and Exhibits – how to make sure
that your exhibits are properly taken, stored and
produced for forensic examination.
Tracing Investigations – need to find someone?
Take this lesson and apply the skills personally as
well as professionally!
Court Procedures – the law and practical aspects of
taking cases to their ultimate end – a court hearing!
Investigation by Computer – learn to utilise
computers in investigations, an essential skill!
Surveillance and Recording - learn how when to
use surveillance, and the practices and pitfalls of
selecting a surveillance team.
All this, and specific skills and considerations
relating to core investigative practices – process
serving, criminal investigation, self-management,
and more!

Taking Instructions and Client Relations – make
sure you get and retain paying customers.
Statement Taking for Investigators – a core
skill for anyone, taught by an experienced police
detective and his private investigator counterparts!
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The course is extremely cost effective because it is
subsidised by the Institute of Professional Investigators
because we, the professional body for the investigation
industry, want to make sure that YOU can be the best,
ethical operative you can be. The Institute, while not
accredited as a result of our choice not to incur the
expense of investment passed on to an Awarding Body,
will recognise your passing of the examination* as a key
element of entry (should you so wish) into the Institute.
*Geographical considerations apply to availability of the
examination, which may be taken at home, in your own time,
invigilated by an IPI member. We regret that if you do not
reside in an area where this takes place, the examination may
not be available. However, a certificate of course completion is
sent to all those who complete the distance learning course.

More Details >

The Institute’s Distance Learning
Course now fully accredited by IQ as a
qualification that will be acceptable for
licensing when introduced.
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SIA UPDATE
Two issues will be of concern to privately contracted investigators until licensing finally settles in (by which time we’ll have complied with what
finally comes in) and those are personal licensing and business registration.
At the AGM,
Christy Hopkins
told us that,
as previously
indicated by other
briefings, licensing
is intended to
become ‘law’ by
April 2014, and
Christy Hopkins
after 6 months
of issuance of
licences it ‘should’ become illegal to operate
without a licence from October of that year.
Subject to any unexpected changes in the
definitions for licensable conduct in the Act, you
should by now know whether or not you will need
that licence. Christy said that any change in that
definition will be made public by Christmas 2013.

the current government, but is something being
considered – also something advocated by the
Institiute.

You will NOT need a business licence if
you are self-employed, only deploying
yourself, or if you are an in-house company

The SIA will be also looking at reviewing the
Specifications for PI licensing, which my impact
the education requirements but we hope that any
changes will be limited to ‘extra knowledge of the
data Protection Act’, already catered for in our
course. The SIA will also be actively looking at
Recognition of Prior learning, long advocated by
the Institute.
In house licensing will not be looked at during
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The next bugbear on the investigation horizon will
therefore be Business Registration, the ‘newer’
concept for regulation of the industry that is
less than 2 years old as a concept. In essence,
the intention is that all investigators will have a
personal licence, but all businesses will have to
be registered from April 2015 – making time for
every individual to have a licence, of course. You
can start registering from April 2014, but until you
know whether or not you need a PI licence we
suggest you wait.
Sounds simple? You’d have thought so.
In their latest briefing sheet (a 4 page summary
exists of a 54 page detailed paper), the first
thing the SIA does is to define a business for
registration purposes.
First – registration will apply to all businesses –
limited companies, partnerships, sole traders,
dedicated security businesses, agencies and subcontractors. Next sentence in the sheet – ‘You
will NOT need a business licence if you are self-

continued>>
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employed, only deploying yourself, or if you are an
in-house company.’
So what, asked Richard Newman, is a sole trader
if s/he is not self-employed and deploying only
themselves? What if ‘Richard Newman Limited’
is just Richard, who only deploys himself but has
become a limited company for obvious reasons? In
essence – does he need to be business licenced or
not?
One answer Richard suggested is that because a
Limited Company is a legal person itself, it ‘becomes’
the employer, even if the employee is, to all practical
purposes, self-employed. To be frank, unless and
until this is clarified this would be the position that the
Institute would take as a safe conclusion.
Once you have decided whether or not you need to
be business licenced, the next hurdle is – how?
More concerns now arise. The tests proposed by the
SIA are similar to, but go beyond personal licensing.
Identity, CRO and competency still apply (although
now applied to the whole business), but now they
add financial probity, and the integrity of the business
and its controlling minds. This suggests a broader
check than CRO alone, and would take into account
previous businesses, their success or failure,
bankruptcies, CCJs, and so on.
For a ‘proper business’, i.e. one that has more than
one employee and is being run as you’d expect a
‘business’ to be run, this is straightforward. As a sole

TRACING
An Investigators Guide To Finding
Wanted and Missing Persons
By David C Palmer FIPI F.Inst.L.Ex
Investigations into tracing missing persons are taking place
constantly - at professional and amateur levels, within and outside
the legal sphere. They are done for a number of reasons, but the
methodology is principally the same.
This book is intended to aid those whose work, or interest, lies
in finding people. It is a guide to the methods and the legalities
surrounding what can be very interesting work, the resolution of
a puzzle which is not overly affected in its solving by evidential
restrictions. It is also intended to address investigations into those
persons who are lost either through time, or through a decision to
go missing as a result of excessive pressures, legal, sociological
and psychological.
It is not intended to find kidnapped people, or genuine ‘missing’
persons who have gone missing as a result of mental illness. In its
pages, investigators will be provided with advice on how to solve
the riddle of a missing or wanted person enquiry: the definitions
which apply, and which may direct their enquiries; the techniques
of asking questions and developing information from documentary
evidence; details of resources that they need to utilise in order
to solve their riddles; and much more besides. Such guidance is
rare. The majority of books on this subject are published in the
United States, with a bias towards their methods and availability of
information - methods and information that simply aren’t available
to British investigators.

Buy Online >

continued>>
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trader/’self-employed’ limited company, this is
perhaps more difficult.
(As I write this on the hoof, I find myself asking
this: if David Palmer as an individual has a
checkered financial past, but now runs ‘David
Palmer Limited’ with himself as the only staff
member, if he can’t get a business licence
because of that past but can still get a personal
licence as the financial probity checks are not
considered for that individual licence – then what
is the practical benefit of licensing a sole-trader/
one man limited company as a business if I can
be exempt by just going it alone without creating
the protection of a limited company?)

The Institute was very strong in putting
across how the number of one-man bands

Financial probity being a simple matter of
checking Companies House, HMRC, Public
Liability Insurance, looking at the company’s
books and consulting the credit reference
agencies; and integrity being a cross between that
probity, the SIA’s own experience with you, and
the CRO check, the only grey area will now be
competency. An individual can take an exam, but
what can a business do?
You may recall that the Institute got involved
in and assisted in the creation of BSI 102000
‘Provision of Investigative Services’. No surprise,
then, that this standard will be the one against
which a business will be measured.

and small operations in the industry
meant that making the Standard too
onerous would disadvantage them

bands and small operations in the industry meant
that making the Standard too onerous would
disadvantage those businesses. Nevertheless, it
is now what it is, and there’s little that can be done
to change it – only practitioners will know if we got
it right. But what is the consequence in business
licensing terms?
It depends, at first, on the size of the business.
The SIA has used the definitions as follows:

Micro-business individuals.

0-10 licensable

Small business individuals.

11-25 licensable

Medium business individuals.

26-250 licensable

Large business individuals.

251+ licensable

Note my emphasis on licensable individuals.
Admin staff don’t count in this definition (at
this time).
This is where it gets complicated.
The compliance with BSI 102000 is expected by
the SIA. This standard is not yet in their list for the
current security industry but it is the one that will
be used. (All currently expect security vetting with
BSI 7858 – you can check that one yourself, but it
will probably be included with 102000.)

The Institute and others were very strong in
putting across how the number of one-man

continued>>
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‘Micro-businesses and start ups will demonstrate
their competence in a different way to other
businesses’. More on that later.

The licence itself lasts 5 years, because
checks will be done on probity – it is still

All other business can demonstrate compliance
by being ACS accredited, certified by a UKAS
accredited scheme, or accredited to ISO9001
(expensive). This, effectively, will be the business’
examination process.
Micro-businesses and start-ups can do those
things, OR
yy a ‘controlling-mind’ can complete the SIA
e-Learning Scheme for the sectors applied for;
OR
yy the business can provide a statement
confirming understanding of BSI 102000 and
the Act (hard for some, still); OR (and I like this
one)
yy a director, sole trader or partner can provide
o a CV; or
o Evidence of membership of a relevant
professional body; or
o Evidence of a relevant qualification.

an annual fee.

micro and some small businesses. However, the
size of the fee will be related to the size of the
business, so we will see in due course. If the
fees ARE proscriptive, many would then go selfdeploying and defeat the purpose of business
licensing anyway. The licence itself lasts 5 years,
because checks will be done on probity (etc.) – it
is still an annual fee.
I have written this solely for those in our industry.
If your business goes wider there are other
implications on multiple-licences, etc. But the SIA
paper is 54 pages long and too big to reproduce in
the Journal.
You can get the fact sheet at http://www.sia.
homeoffice.gov.uk/Documents/businesslicensing/sia-business-factsheet.pdf and the
fuller paper on http://www.sia.homeoffice.gov.
uk/Documents/business-licensing/sia-getbusiness-licensed.pdf .
The content of this article is the opinion of the
author, based on his reading of the material
available. Readers are encouraged to get a copy
of the paper for themselves.

There are conditions applicable to each, stated in
the full paper.
So it’s not necessarily bad news for the small guy
or gal in the industries grass roots. Subject to
Fees – these will be payable annually, unlike
three-yearly renewals on personal licences. Actual
fee – not decided yet, but worrying scuttlebutt
suggests £5,000 – which would wipe out most
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Guest column - Frank China
How hard must it be for an Investigator; language, the common
denominator, is so difficult when one is working in a multi-cultural
society, or is it ? We now have such a plethora of communication
channels that a whole new language has been created. We no longer
use that original black telephone, we have telephones that you carry
with you, but even speaking into these is becoming a thing of the
past, we send messages, text messages. It is a brand new world !
English was never an easy language to master properly, it is full
of exceptions to which only the English themselves would seem
privy. Take for example the German who spent the whole morning
looking in at a watch maker’s window only to be moved on after the
watchmaker complained to the police that he couldn’t do his job
when constantly being watched, the German however explained that
he was only doing what the watchmaker said in his window, `Watch
batteries fitted here’. Then there was the Frenchman who puzzled
over the instructions on a stick of deodorant which read, ‘Remove
cap and push up bottom’. And, of course, even the English have their
problems when staying abroad in a Belgian hotel, a prominent notice
beside the bed read, ‘Our receptionist is always there to please at
any time’. Not quite the communication problems one encounters
everyday but most certainly illustrates how difficult it is to be
language perfect.
With the EU, it is not quite certain whether English, French or
German should be the official language, so there are bound to be
problems. Where are we with regard to the spoken word? If English
was called Eurolingo, I doubt if there would be any EU problem, but
unfortunately the ‘Eurolingo’ in Europe is called English, despite
many Germany companies decreeing that in their Boardrooms the
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spoken language should be English, the
French still hang on, no English for them.
But even they have difficulty with their
own language, to maintain sexual equality,
one French Minister recently decided
to style his female Ministers, ‘Madame
la Ministre’, but the Academie Francaise
decreed it grammatically incorrect, it must
be ‘Madame le Ministre’ !
In fact the French take their language so
seriously that when it was muted that an
Englishman might be considered for the post of President, they claimed that
they would block any candidate who was not fluent in French ! Maybe we
should leave them all to it on the Continent, after all, it is only the English
speakers who, in the end, will ever be classed as true internationalists.
So back to our brand new language, a common language should bring
people together, it should enable people to communicate globally; the more
picturesque the language, the greater the fun in speaking it; or is it? Even the
conventional languages are slowly becoming obsolete, and certainly more
confusing, English has had to give way to a new ‘Alpha Numeric’ language. I
received a message the other day which went something like this, “KN U KM
Fri NXT B4 DNR”, can you imagine what might happen in another decade.
So all those dedicated to maintaining their own language, should first
of all think, ‘How can we ever hope to live together if we cannot first of
all communicate’, and for those who baulk at English as the universal
communicant, just remember, ‘English is a simple language. It consists of
foreign words pronounced wrongly’.
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IPI ‘Manual for Investigators’
A comprehensive guide to conducting
investigations of many kinds
By David C Palmer FIPI F.Inst.L.Ex
Taking the reader from basic ethics through generic investigation methodology and
finally to specific types of investigation, the Manual will show how to exercise basic

Invitation to Contribute
to the Journal

administrative and operational practices so as to be able to mount and complete a
high quality investigation for a client, or for the public.
Written by a practising and professional investigator, and starting with a ‘template’
methodology that causes the reader to think like a professional, the reader will

Truth be told, the Journal is written by very few
people. Inevitably this narrows down the scope of
available material and this is of concern to the Board
because as a professional journal it should cover
as wide a range of subjects as we could possibly
and realistically manage. Over the years we have
borrowed articles from all over the world (a trend
apparently now followed by others) but with 350+
members we have an expectation that YOU have
things you want to say, or that you know about that we
do not, that might be of use, of interest, or just plain
annoying to other members.

find that the basic practices described in this book can be applied to any kind of
enquiry. There is no other book like it! Many books describe ‘investigations’ but
none are as thorough in describing the thought processes and operational needs
behind an investigation. Its contents include instruction on

yy dealing with clients
yy preparing interviews of all kinds
yy taking statements
yy assembling and managing evidence
yy writing reports
yy tracing
yy corporate enquiries
yy criminal investigation from the prosecution and defence perspectives
yy process serving

Please take the time to email the IPI at
admin@ipi.org.uk if you discover anything about which
we should be aware – consultations, legal decisions,
advice from clients on service provision and so on or
just write us a letter or article with an opinion.

yy traffic collision investigation

Please.

Buy Online >
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... and more.
Learn to be an investigator the right way – by using the knowledge, experience and
standards of the members of the Institute of Professional Investigators!
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AGM Minutes
MINUTES OF THE 35TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL INVESTIGATORS
HELD AT THE CIVIL SERVICE CLUB NEW SCOTLAND YARD, LONDON
ON FRIDAY, 22ND NOVEMBER, 2013

The Principal opened the meeting at 11.00 a.m.
and welcomed the guests, Sallyann Baldry, Head
of Business Development, Industry Qualifications
and Christy Hopkins, Assistant Director, Customer
Service and Quality Improvement, at the Security
Industry Authority.
Sallyann Baldry
Sallyann has worked for awarding organisations
for over 20 years. When the SIA was formed in
2003 she led Edexcel’s strategy to create a suite
of qualifications for the Private Security Industry,
managing a complex set of processes required to
administer “licence to practice” qualifications and
working closely with the SIA sub-sector standards
development groups, including the Professional
Investigators Group. In 2005 the Association
of Security Consultants awarded Sallyann the
Security Association Awards Imbert Prize, which
is awarded to the person making the most
notable contribution in the security industry in the
preceding year.
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In August 2011 Sallyann joined the awarding
organisation, Industry Qualifications, as it went
live with its first tranche of QCF qualifications. She
is responsible for driving its ambitious strategy for
growth, whilst ensuring it fully embraces its values
and ethos as a mutual organisation to the benefit
of members.
Christy Hopkins
Christy is responsible for delivering a
transformation of the SIA’s UK wide regulatory
services from paper and manual handling to
e-enabled and automated services; delivering
a targeted, time critical plan that puts the SIA
and its 500,000 customers at the front of the
UK Government’s ‘digital by default’ agenda;
operational management of end to end service
provision for UK regulator through management
of an outsourced service provided and an “inhouse” customer service and quality improvement
team; and he has responsibility for service

FULL SCREEN

transition, cost reduction, growing e-services
and converging services with other public sector
solutions.
He is the former Head of Investigation for the
SIA and may have some interesting and relevant
information for our sector.
PRESENT
From the Board:
David Palmer (Principal); Ian Hopkins (Deputy
Principal); Brian Walker (Treasurer); James
Harrison-Griffiths; Simon Smith; David Pryke
(Secretary General); Lynda King (Asst. Sec.
General).

continued>>
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From The Membership:
Dan Aharon, Ian Willis (Guest), Alberto
Biancofiore, Nicholas Nicolaides (Guest), Richard
Bradshaw, Richard Cumming, Paul Hawkes, Ruth
Hoffmann-Sales, Richard Lee, Richard Newman,
Michael Pettit, Alan Roberts, Simon Scales,
Brendan Tolan, Susan Ward, Lynne WattsPlumkin (Guest).

Income And Expenditure Account For The
Period 1/4/12 To 31/3/13
The Treasurer advised that there was little to add
to his report and that he was pleased to note a
small surplus for the relevant period. He asked
if there were any questions from the floor. None
were forthcoming and on a proposal by David
Palmer, seconded by Simon Smith the report was
unanimously approved.

Apologies For Absence
Nicola Amsel, Paul Ball, Peter Bartlett, John
Bateman, Edward Bliss, Roger Bunting, Hamish
Cole, Jim Cole, John Cousin, Keith Coventry, Tim
Dabin, Terry Davies, Jim Egan, Paul Elliott, Peter
Frost, Alf Goldberg, David Hattersley, Alan Marr,
Jon McNally, Richard Pearce, John Talbot and
Mike Welply.

Election Of Members to the Board
The Principal advised that Jim Cole had retired
from the Board in August this year. In addition,
Ian Hopkins had advised his retirement from
the Board. The Principal took the opportunity
of thanking both for their many years of service
and support to the Institute and this received the
unanimous support of those present.

Minutes of the 34th AGM
The Minutes of the previous AGM, held at the Civil
Service Club, London, on Friday, 22nd November,
2012, having been circulated to the members,
were approved and signed by the Principal.
Proposed by Ian Hopkins, seconded by James
Harrison-Griffiths. Carried unanimously.
Principal’s And Committee Reports
The Principal advised that the reports had been
circulated to all members in the Annual Report
prior to the AGM and asked for comments. None
were forthcoming. On a proposal by Simon
Smith, seconded by Brian Walker, the reports
were unanimously approved.
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The Principal advised that five members had
volunteered to serve on the Board :
Richard Newman
Richard Bradshaw
Richard Cumming
Richard Lee
Brendan Tolan

FULL SCREEN

Mr Newman had been proposed by James
Harrison-Griffiths and seconded by Dick Smith
and was duly elected to the Board.
The remaining 4 had been proposed by
James Harrison-Griffiths but required
seconders. Pending receipt of the necessary
recommendations, Messrs Bradshaw, Cumming,
Lee and Tolan were co-opted to the Board with
immediate effect.
Any Other Business
The Principal advised that David Agnew from the
Home Office would be joining the lunch following
the AGM. Mr Agnew had asked the Institute if
they could advise on the types of characteristics
associated with law abiding PIs, in conducting
his/her surveillance, enquiry or investigation into
a person or property – compared to the sort of
characteristics which would be associated with
the more ‘rogue’ or unscrupulous types of PIs.
The Principal had therefore extended an invitation
to lunch in order that Mr Agnew could raise his
queries with members present.
Ruth Hoffmann-Sales felt that a female Institute
member should possibly be sought to join the
Board. The Principal advised that the opportunity
to join the Board was open to all members and
that it was to be hoped that female representation
would soon be forthcoming.
There being no further business the meeting
closed at 12.30 p.m.
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